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Resumo 

Este documento apresenta o desenvolvimento de um novo modelo de previsão que utiliza 

automodeladores em conjunto com um algoritmo EPSO para encontrar os valores em falta, 

valores a prever, numa série temporal. Um automodelador é uma rede neuronal com uma 

configuração em borboleta, que possui uma camada de entrada com o mesmo número de 

neurónios que a camada de saída, e geralmente um número de neurónios inferior nas camadas 

intermédias. 

O treino dos automodeladores é feito para que as entradas sejam iguais às saídas, e desta 

forma o automodelador retém nos seus pesos as correlações entre os dados da série temporal. 

É também objectivo desta dissertação o estudo do uso de conceitos de entropia, tanto no 

treino dos automodeladores, como na função de avaliação do algoritmo EPSO, por oposição ao 

critério habitual e mais utilizado, a minimização do quadrado dos erros. Segundo a teoria da 

informação, entropia é um conceito matemático que quantifica a quantidade de informação 

presente numa distribuição, sendo este conceito utilizado no treino dos automodeladores 

através da minimização da entropia (informação) do erro entre as saídas e os valores alvo da 

rede neuronal (que neste caso são iguais aos valores de entrada). 
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Abstract 

This document presents the development of a new forecasting model that uses 

autoencoders together with EPSO optimizing algorithm to find the missing values on a time 

data series. An autoencoder is an artificial neural network (NN) that has a butterfly 

configuration, the input and output layers have the same number of neurons, and the hidden 

layers, typically, have less neurons than the input one. 

The autoencoders are trained so that their output is equal to their input vector,  

retaining in its internals weights the correlations between data in the time data series. 

In this thesis one also experiments with entropy concepts to train the autoencoder as well 

as the fitness function of the EPSO algorithm, in opposition to the usual MSE criterion. 

According to Information Theoretic Learning, entropy is the information quantity present in a 

probability density function (PDF), and this concept is used to train the autoencoder by 

minimizing the entropy (information) of the error between the outputs and the targets (in 

this case the inputs of the NN) of the autoencoder. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

1.1 - Background and Motivation of the Thesis 

Modern Societies are further and further dependent on electrical energy. It is 

catastrophic for a country or a region economics to have an electrical system that fails to 

cope with its expected reliability. 

At the same time there is even more pressure from the developed societies to reduce 

their ecological footprint. This reduction applied to electrical power systems translates into 

maximizing the efficiency of the system operation, using all renewable energy possible, 

raising the share of renewable energy, dealing with difficulties in planting new high voltage 

corridors, just to mention a few. 

These factors originate a change in the philosophy of operation of this type of systems in 

general, and the goal in exploring power systems with renewable energy penetration is to 

absorb all energy produced by these technologies. The most important technology (aside from 

hydro) is the wind energy because this is the type of renewable energy with more share in 

developed countries. 

At the same time that these technologies began to be used in a commercial way, the 

electricity sector suffered a gradual change in its organization. The vertical structure of the 

market, where a single company has the monopoly of the sector (a single company is 

responsible for the production, transport, distribution and commercialization) disappeared, 

and the energy markets appeared. Typically the transport and distribution networks are 

commissioned to a company, that is responsible for the maintenance, daily operation and 

planning of the physical network. 

The production and commercialization are regulated markets where the agents compete 

with each other by making bids to sell and buy energy. 

These factors allied with the growth of electrical energy demand make the exploration of 

the electric sector a difficult task, where many of the operational decisions are made with 

the support of different predictions, for instance, a wind park promoter make his sell bids 

bases in power production prediction; the market  function itself is based on a demand 
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forecast for the next day by the distributors; the system operator defines the ancillary 

services market bases on the same demand and renewable power production prediction. 

That is why demand and production prediction (typically associated with renewable 

energy technologies) are very important in the energy sector operation today, because the 

promoters are penalized if their actual production is very deviated from their bid production 

quantity, and the system operator has to pay rewards to the promoters if obliged to 

disconnect them from the networks by excess of production. So for all of the market actors is 

important to have accurate predictions. 

In the past, forecasting exercises were mainly concerned with load. Present forecasting 

tools allow uncertainties in the range of some 2% in short term prediction. However, short 

term wind forecasting has been shown to display an uncertainty of one order of magnitude 

higher – some 20%. This has brought the problem of methods and tools to produce forecasting 

in the power industry back to the center of concerns. 

The first motivation behind this thesis is, therefore, the perception of the need, by the 

power industry, of more precise, accurate and innovative tools to allow predictions to be 

made, either about load behavior or about renewable resources, namely wind. 

The second motivation is to apply, to this general problem, an original approach that 

combines an unusual form of neural networks with concepts from Information Theory.  

 

1.2 - Objectives of The Thesis 

The objective of this thesis is to develop and test a new forecasting solution using 

autoencoders, a type of neural networks trained so that its output vector tends to be equal to 

its input vector, in conjunction with an optimization algorithm to predict missing input 

values. The forecasting model will be a regressive  one, because past data will be used to 

predict the future values that are missing. 

It is shown in this document that the use of autoencoders together with an optimization 

algorithm is an adequate process for load forecasting, considering that the values to predict 

are treated like missing sensor data. This idea will be explored later in this document but the 

main difference between the two problems, load prediction and missing sensor restoration is 

that typically the load values to predict are correlated with load values from a past time 

window, while the missing sensor data are correlated with measures from working sensor in 

the same time period. 

The basic concept to be applied in load prediction is that the input vector of the neural 

network (to be used as the “prediction machine”) is divided in two parts-  the values that we 

know and the missing ones. The output vector has the same division, and comparing the input 

vector with the output vector of the autoencoder, with a fitness function, the optimization 

algorithm can change the unknown values of the input vector with the objective of 

minimizing the difference between these two vectors. 

This type of neural network has never been applied to forecasting problems, but it has 

been applied to missing sensor restoration problems, that in a way are similar to forecast 

problems in the sense that the missing signals can be considered as the missing data to be 

predicted. 

The optimization algorithm to be used will be an EPSO (“Evolutionary Particle Swarm 

Optimization”) algorithm. Any other could be used, but the EPSO algorithm has good 
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convergence characteristics and a good behavior when dealing with local optima in the search 

space. 

Contrary to conventional use of the MSE (“Mean Square Error”) in the training of the 

neural network and as a fitness function in the EPSO algorithm, in this work we will also use 

and test with success concepts of entropy in these two parameters of the proposed method. 

1.3 - Outline of the Thesis 

The work developed within the scope of this thesis is presented in five Chapters and two 

Appendices. 

The first chapter presents the contextualization, the main objectives of the thesis and a 

brief description of the problem and use of the forecasting model. 

Chapter two presents the state of art of the use of autoencoders, with a brief passage by 

the state of art of the forecasting models that incorporate neural networks. 

The next chapter, chapter three, is the one where the description of autoencoders and 

the results of different training functions are shown. 

Chapter four presents the different models used and the evolution in the forecasting 

models constructed to achieve better results. This chapter also presents the full description 

of the problem and the results obtained with different models. 

Chapter five presents the general conclusions of the thesis and future works, what has 

been done and what can be done in the future development of a forecasting model based on 

autoencoders. 

In Appendix 1, one may find a description of the EPSO algorithm used in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

State of the Art of Autoencoders 

 This chapter addresses the state of art of the autoencoders and their current applications. 

This description will first include some explanations about the definition of artificial neural 

networks (NN), followed by the present use of autoencoders. 

It is also an objective of this thesis, the use of Information Theoretic Learning (ITL) as a 

means to extract as much information as possible from a time series. Therefore, the last part of 

this chapter also addresses the theoretical aspects needed for the use of ITL in the autoencoder 

training and in the fitness function of the EPSO algorithm to be used. 

 

2.1 - Neural Networks 

Artificial Neural Networks (NN) are a means to model mathematical processes through the 

connection of many neurons in such configuration to produce the desired output. Neurons are the 

base of all NN and a neuron corresponds to the basic processing unity in a NN. The concept of NN 

came out as an analog to nature and the configuration of these artificial networks is similar to the 

neural networks that are present in nature. 

The neurons in an NN are most commonly organized in layers; each layer can have more than 

one neuron in parallel, with the constraints that in the input layer the number of neurons has to be 

equal to the number of inputs and the output layer has the same size as the vector of the outputs 

of the NN. In the hidden layers, or internal layers, there is no specific rule for the number of 

neurons in parallel in each layer and empirical rules are used. The number of hidden layers has no 

specific rule either. 
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Figure 1 – Typical feedfoward neural network topology with 3 layers (input, internal and output 
layer). 

 

In the artificial neuron the first calculation is the sum of all the “signals” that are received 

by it from other neurons or from the input vector. Note that the signal before the sum is multiplied 

by a weight corresponding to the connection of the neuron to the previous layer. Each neuron is 

connected to a neuron from the previous layer that has a specific weight. 

 

 

 

 

Where: 

 - Represents the input signal of the neuron x at the layer k; 

 - Represents the weight between the neuron z in the layer p (the precedent layer of k); 

 - Represents the output signal of the neuron z in the layer p; 

After the sum of all received signals is calculated the output of the neuron using the activation 

function. 

 

 

Figure 2 – Internal structure of a neuron.[5] 
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Several activation functions can be used, but the most common are: step function; ramp 

function and functions of the sigmoid type. The activation function to be used depends on the type 

of problem. It’s possible to consider an activation threshold, and in this case the above expression 

becomes: 

 

 

Note that this (bkx) could be considered like a new parameter to be optimized in the 

training of the network, much like the weights between neurons of different layers. 

 

2.2 - Use of Autoencoders 

In forecasting models the use of autoencoders has never been considered, and has never 

been tried. Autoencoders have been applied to reduce the dimensionality of data, typically image 

compression [6], and missing sensor data restoration [7, 11]. In the first application the 

autoencoder is a way to compress data in order to facilitate communication, classification and 

storage of high-dimensional data. The configuration of the autoencoder used is slightly different 

from the configuration used in missing sensor restoration, with more internal layers were the data is 

compressed. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Autoencoder with three layers, thee inputs and outputs. 

 

As said before in this document an autoencoder is a neural network with three or more 

layers. The input and output layers have the same number of neurons while the hidden or internal 

layers have less neurons than the other two. This type of neural network is trained so that the 

output vector is equal to the input vector and in this way the neural network maps the input data 

and compresses at the information when it flows through the internal layer. 

The internal representation of the input data is the variable portion of the data, and the 

fixed portion is stored in the form of the weights of the neural network. In general the 

autoencoders have the following characteristics: 

 Compact representation of information; 

 Internal representation in continuous space; 
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 No required teacher; (for example if we want to train an autoencoder to object 

recognition, we only need to train the network with the same object as input and 

output to extract the important information); 

2.2.1 – Compressing Data 

As referred in [6], the method of compressing data using autoencoders only works well if 

the initial weights in the training procedure are close to a good solution. The solution presented in 

this paper considers the use, in a way, of two neural networks: one that transforms high-

dimensional data into low-dimensional code and another that retransforms the low-dimensional 

code into high-dimensional data, encoder and decoder respectively. They are the two halves of the 

autoencoder. 

 
Figure 4 – A typical autoencoder used for image compression.[6] 

 

Autoencoders with multiple internal layers are difficult to train and optimize the internal 

weights. Large initial weights lead to poor local minima, and small initial weights make the 

gradients in the first layers tiny, which makes it very difficult to train the autoencoder with more 

than one hidden layer [13]. But if the initial weights are close to a good solution, then the back-

propagation algorithm for training the autoencoder works well. In [6] a “pre-training” procedure to 

find these initial weights values is proposed, which allows the use of the usual back-propagation 

training method. Referring to Figure 1, the “pre-training” consists in the training of 4 “restricted 

Boltzmann machines” (RBM) where each one has only one layer and the output vector of one RBM is 

used as input vector for the next RBM in the stack, see Figure 5. Note that a RBM is simply a two 

layer neural network. 
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Figure 5 – “Pretraining” applied to the autoencoder presented in Figure 1.[6] 

 

In [13], it is concluded that this procedure of “pretraining” and then a fine-tuning, using a 

normal back-propagation algorithm, of the weights of the autoencoder is the best solution to train 

autoencoders with multiple hidden layers. 

 

2.3 - Object Recognition 

A multi-sensor fusion model is proposed in [7] as a model that can respond to the 

interchange in terms of response of sensors in real environment when change happens in the 

evolving conditions. In this model the input and output vectors represent the response of various 

sensors. 

This model can cope with these objectives because it constructs a continuous internal 

representation of the input data and any inaccurate information provided by the sensors through 

the input data, can be “corrected” by the fusion of the information of all sensors in the hidden 

layer of the autoencoder.  

The application of this model to object recognition has two stages, the training stage and 

the application stage like our own problem. In the training stage the different portions of the 

autoencoder are thought to recognize one object, in the same way that autoencoders are trained, 

minimizing the difference between the input and output vectors of each sensor. After this process, 

the object for which the autoencoder has been trained and an unknown object are “shown” to the 

sensors. 
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Figure 6 – Fusion model proposed in the reference. [14] 

 

It was demonstrated in [7] that the average of the squared errors from the autoencoder is 

about three times the average squared errors when the object is unknown to the autoencoder. This 

demonstrates that this quantification can be used to determine if the object is unknown or if it 

matches the target one. Note that in this application the goal is not compression of data, but to 

identify known or unknown images. 

 

2.4 - Missing Sensor Restoration  

Until now the use of autoencoders is related to image compression or recognition, now the 

next topic is the use of autoencoders to restore missing sensor data. It is important to underline 

that this problem is similar to the problem treated in this thesis, of the use of autoencoders in 

prediction models – but while the first use considers that the missing data is related with data at 

the same instant and with past data from the sensor, the second considers that the data to be 

predicted is related only with past data, that is, in a time series – in the case of this thesis, a load 

time data series. 

The problem of missing sensor data occurs when a sensor simply fails or when it fails to 

communicate its readings for some reason. If sensor data are sufficiently correlated, the missing 

sensor restoration process can estimate the missing readings. State estimation is commonly used to 

find the state variables of a electrical power system that are not accessible because either the 

sensor fails or the sensor does not exist at all (problem common in distribution networks). 

This process tries to find the missing sensor by identifying specific system states using the 

information available. This process can be unfeasible for real systems due to its dimension and is 

not a robust process. The methodology proposed in this work can be applied when the target 

response from the system is unknown. In the application to missing sensor restoration in state 

estimation it is necessary to have an idea on the desired response from the system. 
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The correlations among different sensor outputs are captured by training the autoencoder 

with a database of outputs, using supervised learning. If the bank sensor is represented by  the 

autoencoder will make an identity mapping in  with less degrees of freedom than the input 

data because the number of neurons in the internal layer is typically less than the number of 

neurons in the input layer and output layer. If the input data is the training data then , this is 

the goal of training the autoencoder. 

In the next paragraphs a brief description of a POCS (“alternation Projection onto convex 

sets”) procedure was made to better explain the use of autoencoders in missing sensor restoration 

using this methodology. The POCS procedure can only be used if the missing sensor data is 

restricted to a linear manifold. 

The first step consists in the projection of the vector with failed sensor readings set to zero. 

The vector obtained cannot be the restoration vector because the values that correspond to 

working sensors do not correspond to the correct values. 

Second step is the one where the values of the output vector that correspond to working 

sensor are replaced by the correct ones. After this step the process repeats itself until the stopping 

criteria is achieved. Is important to refer that the projection corresponds to the application of an 

input vector to the neural network obtaining an output vector with the same dimension of the first 

one; it is also important the fact that a set is considered to be convex if  and 

for all . 

 

 

Figure 7 – Use of individual autoencoders to identify objects.[7] 

 

But when the data set isn’t convex the use of the methodology presented in the precedent 

paragraphs is not possible. In these  cases the methodology has to be extended to permit its use in 

a nonlinear case. Two general procedures are proposed in [8] to cope with the objective of the use 

of the methodology presented in non convex sets of data. The first is a generalization of the 
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methodology explained in the last two paragraphs, and the second uses a search algorithm to find 

the missing sensor readings. 

The generalization of the POCS algorithm consists in the training of a NN using sensor data 

with supervised learning. The working sensor readings are continuously fed into the autoencoder 

while the missing sensor data is initially set to zero. In the next iteration the outputs that 

correspond to missing sensor readings are fed as inputs alongside the correct values of the working 

sensor. In this approach the values of the output that correspond to the known are discarded. 

The convergence can be analyzed by the concept of the contractive or nonexpansive nature 

of the mapper. An operator that maps  is nonexpansive if  and is 

considered to be contractive if   . Note that the  represents the Euclidean 

norm or more commonly referred as the  norm. 

 

Considering that: 

 

If  and if  is contractive, we obtain 

 

 

This is the unique solution, independent of the initialization. On the other hand if  is 

simply nonexpansive, the solution is not unique and it is attached to the initial values of . 

According to [8] the two operations realized in the POCS algorithm that have been 

described are nonexpansive and the methods converge to the correct values of missing data 

because the input vector of the autoencoder has always had the correct input values that 

correspond to the working sensors, known values of the input vector. 

In fact, in [10] it is shown that under a set of conditions related with the configuration of 

the neural network, there a sufficient condition is met for the convergence of the iterative 

procedure to a unique point of convergence. In order to test the contractive or nonexpansive nature 

of autoencoders, a multiplicity factor called “k” is defined, and if the mapping is contractive than  

, if the mapping is nonexpansive then . 

 

 

 

This is the Euclidean norm already presented in this work, here only serves to point out the 

importance of the multiplicity factor k. This characteristic of the autoencoders is analyzed in three 

different methods of missing sensor restoration: POCS (already described), unconstrained search 

(this method uses a search algorithm that tries to find the point of convergence, using only the 

minimization of the error between the input and output vectors corresponding to the unknown 

sensor values) and constrained search (equal to the last method with the difference that for the 
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search algorithm are considered the entire input and output vectors and not only the unknown 

portion of the vectors). 

Note that a perfectly trained autoencoder is purely nonexpansive and the multiplicity factor 

should be equal to “1”, because the training of the autoencoder has the objective of minimizing the 

error between the input and output vectors. 

An autoencoder was tested in [1] and it was concluded, by the calculation of several k-

values, that for a set of data that does not belong to the training set, the autoencoder is 

statistically contractive and that for a set of data that belongs to the training data, the 

autoencoder is nearly nonexpansive. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8 - Values of K calculated for a set that belongs to the training set and randomly 

generated.[1]  

 

It was concluded that this iterative procedure to find missing sensor values converges to a 

single and unique solution, depending on the autoencoder itself and the known values of the 

working sensors, operating point of the sensor system under analysis. 

2.5 - Application in Power Systems 

One of the applications of this type of neural networks in power systems is related with the 

missing sensor restoration to guarantee an adequate level of reliability of FACTS (“Flexible ac 

Transmission Systems”). To guarantee this, adequate levels system and sensor redundancy are 

necessary in order to permit the correct missing sensor restoration of the faulty sensors based on 

the working ones. As said before, state estimation is the commonly used technique for missing 

sensor restoration but this technique has slow convergence and the solutions can be unfeasible. In 

addition to applying a state estimation procedure, it is necessary to have detailed models of the 

real systems which are many times unavailable. 
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In the work presented in [10] the authors implemented a missing sensor restoration solution 

based on previous works from them. The solution implemented corresponds to  a model that uses a 

search algorithm (in this case the PSO – a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, see Annex 1) to 

find the missing sensor values. The fitness function that was used corresponds to the minimization 

of the absolute mean error between the input and output vectors; it is important to refer that the 

authors have only used the portion of the input and output vectors that corresponds to the values of 

the working sensors. The particles in the PSO search algorithm correspond to a solution of the 

problem, so they correspond to a set of missing sensor values. 

 

 

Figure 9 – Training phase of the autoencoder.[11] 

 

 

S – Input vector for training the neural network; 

 – Output vector of the autoencoder; 

 – Error Signal between S and ; 

W – Internal weights matrix in the encoder sub network; 

V – Internal weights matrix in the decoder sub network; 
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Figure 10 – Application phase of the autoencoder. [11] 

 

SC – Working sensor input data; 

SM – Missing sensor input data (with random initialization in the first iteration of the 

method); 

C – Output vector of the autoencoder that corresponds to the working sensor input data; 

SR – Missing sensor output data; 

 – Error Signal between SC and C; 

 

This is a method to be implemented in real time system operation and therefore the 

correlations that the autoencoder “learns” are among data from different sensors in the same 

temporal window. This means that the portion of the input vector that has the values of the 

working sensor, are in the same temporal horizon of as the faulty sensors, referred to in [11] as a 

static autoencoder. Each set of data corresponds to a unique system state. 

Another relevant fact is that to avoid losing important data, the dimension of the internal 

layer should be equal or larger to the number of degrees of freedom in the input data. A way to 

guarantee this is to configure the autoencoder such that the number of neurons in the hidden layer 

is greater than the number of values in the portion of the working sensors in the input vector. The 

main advantages of this method for restoring missing sensor restoration over the conventional state 

estimation are: faster and efficient convergence which permits its use in online applications; 

independency of system models; and, depending on the search algorithm used, the capacity to 

identify local minima more accurately than the state estimation method. 

To highlight the differences in the two phases of the application of the autoencoder, note 

that in the training phase the input and target vectors are the same and do not contain any 

unknown value. The objective of training is to minimize the differences between these two vectors 

by optimizing the internal weights values. In the simulation phase the objective is the minimization 

of the error between the input and output vectors by changing the unknown values – the missing 

sensor data. 
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2.6- Use of Entropy Criteria 

In [12] an entropy criterion was used in the training of a Fuzzy Interference System (FIS) to 

be applied in the prediction of wind power output by a wind farm. The training of mappers is 

generally done by the use of MSE criterion, but this corresponds only to the second order moment of 

the distribution of errors and therefore ignores higher moments. This technique only “catches” 

linear correlations between data in the same distribution leaving the nonlinear correlations outside 

of the training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 – Block diagram that represents the training process of a mapper. 

 

The MSE criterion is a successful one only if the distribution of the errors between the 

inputs and outputs of a mapper is a Gaussian distribution because in this type of distribution all the 

information is contained in its first two moments (average and variance). So, the use of the MSE 

criterion in the training of a mapper corresponds to the consideration that the distribution of its 

errors is a Gaussian distribution. In real problems and applications this assumption could not be a 

valid one because most of the real-world problems could not be accurately described by Gaussian 

distribution and are governed by nonlinear equations. Another reason for the use of the MSE 

minimization criterion is the analytical simplicity and its easy implementation. 

In order not to lose the information contained in statistical higher moments of the 

distributions of the errors, the idea appeared of training a mapper with some kind of measure of 

the information contained in the error distribution, and the measure proposed was Entropy, 

formalized by the Information Theoretic Learning (ITL). 

So, in the supervised training of a mapper we seek to minimize the quantity of information 

present in the error distribution, and in an unsupervised training we seek to maximize the amount 

of information in the output vector of the mapper. In the first training technique we minimize the 

entropy of the errors between the output of the mapper and its targets while in the second we 

maximize the entropy of the outputs of the mapper. 

Just to mention, in this thesis the optimization algorithm used to train the NN will be the 

Resilient back-propagation algorithm, that is a variation of the well known back-propagation 

algorithm, both described later on section 3.2 in a simplified way. 

Inputs 

(X) 

Mapper 

(X,W) 

Criterion: 

MSE or ITL 

Targets 

Optimization 

algorithm 

Outputs 

(Y) 
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Various definitions of entropy are known (for example, Shannon’s and Renyi’s) but Renyi’s 

definition is the most suitable for practical use in an optimization algorithm, because Shannon 

entropy concept involves a numerical evaluation of a complicated integral over the real line, which 

makes this definition computationally heavy. 

Renyi’s expression for Entropy is (with a real parameter α such that 0 <α + and α1) 

 

 

Renyi’s entropy definition above is applied to a discrete probability distribution P = 

(p1,p2,…pk). The most widely used is the Renyi’s quadratic entropy, where α = 2. For a continuous 

PDF – probability density function, the definition has been extended to 

 

 

 To estimate the PDF by discrete points the Parzen windows method can be used. This 

method uses a kernel function, usually a Gaussian function, centered at each point of the sample. 

So each point is substituted by a Gaussian function with a predetermined variance. 

Note that this definition when applied to a discrete PDF is simply the logarithm of the sum, 

instead of the integral in the continuous case. 

The Renyi’s quadratic entropy definition can be manipulated if for the PDF one uses an 

approximate representation by a sum of kernel functions centered on the data points yi, as defined 

with the concept of Parzen windows:  

 

 - Estimation of ; 

N – Number of points in the sample of the PDF; 

G – Gaussian function centered in yi, with variance σ; 

I – Identity matrix; 

Usually, the kernel functions adopted are Gaussian and the main reason that leads to their 

use is the fact that these functions are continuously differentiable and their sum is also 

differentiable. The differentiability of the kernel function is a necessary condition for its use as 

kernel function in the Parzen windows method. 

Also to consider is the fact that in the case of small Parzen windows, the optimization 

problem has many local optima and therefore the use of an optimization tool that can escape these 

local optima is mandatory. This is why it is recommended the use of EPSO algorithm, because this 

optimization algorithm has, in general, good behavior in such optimization conditions. However, we 

must add that too small windows are not recommended, because the description of the PDF 

becomes similar to a train of Dirac impulses and the ability to generalize the description to the 

whole space is lost. 
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Note that when the Gaussian function is used as a kernel function for the Parzen window 

PDF estimation method, the size of the window is defined by the variance σ, considered equal to all 

dimensions. 

 

 

When  analyzing the above expression, it denotes that the PDF function is comprised by the 

sum of the Gaussian functions that have as a parameter a difference between any real point Z and 

all the discrete points in the sample. This means that for minimizing the Ranyi’s quadratic entropy 

of a vector of errors, it’s necessary to calculate all the differences between the elements of the 

vector. 

It has been demonstrated that the above formula leads to an expression with convolution of 

Gaussians, therefore eliminating the need to calculate functional integrals because the result is 

well known. 

In this project the training of the NN will be the supervised one, and in this type of training 

there is another technique that gives results similar to the minimization of the entropy of the errors 

between the inputs and the outputs of the autoencoder. This technique is the Maximum 

Correntropy Criterion (MCC), where the goal of the training is the maximization of correntropy of 

the errors by optimizing the internals weights of the autoencoder. 

So using the same kernel as before the correntropy of a PDF is simple defined as: 

 

 

 

 – Error between the output i of the NN and the desired output I (respective target); 

 

This technique has many advantages but the main advantage over the minimization of the 

quadratic entropy of the errors is, on the one hand, that this technique has the same computational 

complexity as the MSE criterion and is only proportional to the problem dimension. On the other 

hand the minimization of the quadratic entropy requires a computational effort that is proportional 

the quadratic dimension of the problem, because it depends on the differences between the errors 

itself. 

The correntropy definition can be considered as  a similarity measure and in the supervised 

training the aim is to maximize the similarity between the targets and output vector distributions. 

The similarity between the two variables is analyzed in the neighborhood of the space controlled by 

the opening of the kernel function used (window size). The control of the opening of the kernel 

function can be useful in eliminating outliers.   
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These two criteria (MEE – Minimum Error Entropy and MCC – Maximum Correntropy Criterion) 

produce equivalent results but the latter is more adequate to real implementation because of the 

reason pointed out in the last paragraph, and for that reason it is the only one that will be used in 

this thesis and compared with the MSE criterion for the training and for the fitness function of the 

EPSO algorithm. 

 

2.7- Neural Networks and Data Time Series 

The training of a network is the means that we have to optimize the internal parameters of 

the NN (weights and activation thresholds) in order to have the correct operation of the NN. 

This training is generally done by the use of the back-propagation procedure which, as the 

name indicates, propagates the error between the output and the respective target (supervised 

training) throughout the weights of the network. This method is usually associated with the MSE 

(Minimum Square Error) calculated between the outputs and the targets of the network, and the 

use of the chain rule to back propagate the error given, that the MSE is a function of the internal 

weights of the NN. 

Neural networks have been used as a statistical model of prediction of values in data time 

series. In this type of application, the usual solution is a feedfoward NN where the inputs are the 

past values of the data time series and the output is the predicted value. In this type of NN the 

memory of the NN is in its internal weights and the outputs are the future values. 

The application of these NN to data time series prediction is usually attached with a 

statistical analysis of the time data series, where the most important delays are identified in order 

to reduce the dimension of the input data of the NN. Normally this statistical analysis of the time 

data series is done by the construction of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions. 

Their  value is analyzed and the most important delays of the data time series are identified. 

Note that this analysis only permits to identify the linear correlation between the data of 

the time series. 

The use of NN in the prediction of time series has been giving better results than the use of 

other statistical based methods because these mappers can catch nonlinear autocorrelations that 

the others methods like the Box-Jenkings methods do not catch, although they both rely on the 

same statistical analysis. 

The statistical prediction of data series is used for short term forecasting and is used widely 

in many different areas. In power systems, load short term prediction is used in the power systems 

operation until three days ahead (72 hours forecast). 
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Figure 12 – Power output of a wind farm. 

 

It is worth mentioning that in wind farms NN are being used as curve models (model of the 

power curve of the wind farm) working on top of numerical models that predict the wind speed for 

the region of the wind farm (meteorological models). 

Note that this type of application of the NN is only used in short term prediction because 

the information for predicting the future values is obtained only by capturing the information 

present in the data series. This information, in the case of load time data series, is insufficient to 

explain a long term prediction, because the load of a sector or a country varies according to many 

external factors like the GDP, the growth of the local economy, the atmospheric temperature and 

other factors that must be considered when predicting medium to long term values for the load. 



 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Input data and Autoencoders Training 

This chapter approaches the pretreatment that is needed of the data to train and use the 

autoencoder in the prediction process. It is first described the methodology to standardize 

the data and  a statistical analysis that have been done to determine the amount of the data 

from the time data series to be used, being described the training procedure later on. At the 

end are exposed some implementation considerations and about the informatics tools used to 

implement the proposed forecasting method, that will be presented in the next chapter. 

3.1 Input Data Treatment  

Before the application of autoencoders to a forecasting process the data that will be used 

need some treatment. 

The data that will be used belong to a load time data series data retrieved between 

01/01/2009 and 12/30/2009 from a real system that cannot be identified for confidentiality 

reasons. In spite of all the changes that a power system may undergo, the load data series still has 

the same behavior as a few years before and the days are very similar to each other. 

Because it is easier to predict the load in the next day than to predict the power output 

from a wind farm for the next day, to test the application in forecasting processes of the concept 

proposed in this work we’ve decided to begin with a simpler data series and therefore the models in 

this thesis will be tested in the context of load forecasting. 

In order to improve the efficiency of the network training it’s a good practice to adjust the 

scale of the training data. It is obvious that if this adjustment is done for the training data, in the 

forecasting phase of the process, we will need to do the same adjustment to the input data of the 

network, having in mind that the output of the network will have the same scale. 

There are several methods for rescaling data like the z-core method and the Decimal 

Scaling method, but the one that will be used in this thesis is the standardization by the “Min-Max” 
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method, because according to [16] this is the best method when the minimum and the maximum of 

the series are known. 

The idea is to use the following formula to standardize the data in the new scale, typically 

the new scale is between [0;1]; 

 

 

 

 - value of the series in the new scale; 

 - value in the old scale; 

 - Minimum of the old scale; 

 - Minimum of the new scale; 

 - Maximum of the old scale; 

 - Maximum of the new scale; 

 

The inverse operation is done by the solving of the above expression in order to . 

Another thing that was considered before starting the training and the application of the 

proposed method of load prediction was a correlation analysis of the data series that is presented in 

the following section. 

 

3.1.1    Autocorrelation analysis 

 

The method proposed is a regressive prediction method and in this type of methods the 

results, predictions, are obtained with the information within the past values of the series. In order 

to know what are the most important past values to the prediction of the next value of the data 

series, an autocorrelation analysis is necessary. 

To do this analysis, the SPSS software was used which automatically creates the ACF (auto-

correlation function) and PACF (partial auto-correlation function) graphics that permit the 

identification of the values that are more correlated to one another in the series. The results are in 

Figures 13 and 14. 
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Figure 13 - ACF graphic of the test series. 

 

 
Figure 14 - PACF graphic of the test series. 

 

From the above figures it’s easy to conclude that the past values that are more correlated 

with  are the , ,  and . Having the delays to include in the prediction model 

been identified, a simplified mathematical Box-Jenkings model was constructed to check if the 

statistical analysis made to the series was adequate. This model only considered the  and  

delays. 
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 To find the parameters  and  the MSE criterion and the solver tool of the excel 

software were used,  adopting a simplex algorithm to find the solution to the problem. 

A histogram of the error between the values obtained with this recursion model and the real 

values of the test series was then constructed (Figure 15). 

 
Figure 15 - Histogram of the error between the real values of the series and the predicted 

values of the recursion Box-Jenkings model. 

 

The histogram is similar to a Gauss function, but the mean value is still far from zero and 

the standard deviation has a greater value than the desired one. It’s important to refer that we 

seek a Gaussian-shaped histogram to check that the distribution of errors between the real values 

and the predicted ones does not contain relevant information that should have been included in the 

prediction model.  

From the above histogram it is evident that the error still contains information and that is 

possible to construct a more complex model, with the consideration of , and , to improve 

the quality of the predictions. 

This analysis was used in the construction of one of the models proposed, described in 

chapter 5 (model B.3). 
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3.2 Training Algorithm 

The training algorithm that will be used through this thesis will be the supervised training, 

with the RPROP algorithm (Resilient Backpropagation). The training of any NN can be seen as an 

optimization problem, where the goal is the minimization of the error between the outputs and the 

respective targets of the NN, by changing the values of the internal weights. This optimization 

problem can be solved by any standard optimization tool like simulated annealing, genetic 

algorithms or more specific algorithms, like the one to be used in this thesis, the RPROP algorithm.  

Training the NN with another optimization tool, like the available EPSO algorithm, was not 

attempted because in this case and for an autoencoder with just 48 neurons on the input and 

output layers and 24 in the hidden layer, we have 2304 weights to optimize, which makes the 

dimension of the particles of the EPSO algorithm of this size and makes the optimization process 

incredible slow. 

In the following paragraphs first we describe the back-propagation algorithm because it is 

simpler and permits a better understanding of the RPROP algorithm and this last one is a variation 

of the former. 

The back-propagation algorithm classically relies on the MSE criterion, with errors between 

the output of the NN and the respective targets. The targets are the desired values of the output of 

the NN that in the case of the autoencoders are equal to the inputs. 

 

 

Where 

 - Represents the Squared Error between the outputs of the NN and the respective targets; 

 - Represents the targets, the desired values for the output of the NN; 

 - Represents the outputs of the NN; 

 

Now the idea is to propagate this error through the internal weights of the NN. For this 

purpose the steepest descent is used, which defines for a given function f(X) that the process of 

minimization of the function is obtained by: 

 

 

 

 - Is the iteration step that defines the velocity of the process towards the desired 

optimum; (lower values mean lower rates of progression and it becomes easier for the process to be 

trapped in local optima; higher values mean higher rates of progression but it is more likely for the 

process to pass over the optimum) 
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 For a problem of maximization the method is called steepest ascend and the difference 

between the two methodologies is the “-” signal in the minimization problem that is substituted by 

“+” signal in the maximization problem. 

 

In the training algorithm we have: 

 

 

 

 

 - The weight between one neuron in layer k (precedent layer) and a neuron in the j 

layer; 

 

In order to develop the first of the precedent expressions the chain rule is used, considering 

that the error is function of the weights of the NN, because the outputs of the NN are dependent on 

the values of those internal parameters of the NN. 

 Appling the chain rule to the above expression, for the output layer of an NN, we obtain: 

 

 

 

Where each term corresponds to: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

, ,  - already defined in this document in section 2.1. 

 

 This rule is applied to the rest of the neurons that are present in the other layers of the NN, 

and the incremental values to the weights are defined in function of the error between the targets 

and the outputs of the NN. [5] 

This method that has as basic idea the repeated application of the chain rule is greatly 

influenced by the integration step . In the original back-propagation algorithm this parameter is 

set externally and is fixed throughout the process, but some adaptive learning strategies where 

proposed to deal with the problem of defining the best value for this parameter. These strategies 
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disregard that the size of the actual weight-step  is also dependent on the partial derivative 

. 

In fact this algorithm has the problem of the extent of adjustment to the weights in each 

iteration. This problem has been solved by a more sophisticated training algorithm, the RPROP 

algorithm created by Martin Riedmiller and Heinrich Braun in 1992. The RPROP algorithm does not 

consider the size of the partial derivative , only his signal changes. 

RPROP algorithm introduces the so called individual update-value  that determines the 

size of the weight-update in each iteration. 

 

 

Where 0<a-<1<a+ 

 

So if the partial derivative switches sign it means that the last update was too big and the 

algorithm has passed over the local minimum, and the update-value is decreased by a factor of a-. 

If the sign of the partial derivative remains the same in iteration t and t-1, the update-value is 

increased by a factor a+. [17] 

The weights are actualized with: 

 

 Where  accordingly: 

 

 

 

There is one exception that is, if the sign of the partial derivative changes its sign in two 

consecutive iterations, it means, as already referred, that the algorithm passed over the optimum 

value for the weight. In this case the value of the update-value is decreased but the  is 

reverted. In this case: 

, if  

 

Note that the “update-value” only represents the magnitude of the weight variation in each 

iteration that is set with the first operation of the method. In the second operation is defined the 

signal of that variation accordingly the partial derivative signal. 
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In [17] the kernel code for the RPROP algorithm is presented alongside with some 

considerations about the parameters of the algorithm that must be specified externally to the 

algorithm. This algorithm permits the equality of the leaning rate of all weights in the network 

because the update of the weights is only dependent on the partial derivative signal, not in the 

signal and magnitude of the partial derivative like in the backpropagation algorithm. 

This is the real algorithm implemented in the FANN library. 

 

 

3.2.1  MSE and Correntropy criteria 

 

As shown in the previous section the back-propagation and RPROP training procedures use 

the MSE criterion to optimize the internal weights of the NN.  

We have already presented in this thesis the definition of correntropy, as a measure of the 

information quantity in a data set, and the idea is simply the substitution of the MSE criterion by 

the correntropy criterion in the back-propagation algorithm. 

Note that the correntropy concept is applied to the training error, error between the 

targets and the outputs of the NN, and the goal of the training is still the same, but now we aim to 

optimize the weights of the NN by maximizing the correntropy of the error. 

 

3.2.2  Implementation Considerations 

 

To implement the forecasting method proposed in this thesis we used some  already  

implemented software, like the EPSO algorithm already implemented at INESC Porto. This algorithm 

was already implemented in C++ programming language, and the idea was the integration of this 

algorithm with a Neural Network C++ library, already implemented. 

Two libraries  were considered (FANN and FLOOD) but the FANN library was chosen because 

the autoencoder to use in the prediction model has only three layers which makes possible to train 

this NN with the normal RPROP algorithm, without the need of more complex training procedures 

like the one used in the autoencoders used for image compression, that are trained layer by layer. 

So in this work it wasn’t necessary to have access to the internal layers of the NN, and FANN library 

does not permit “breaking” the NN into separate layers to individual training. Another factor that 

contributed to this choice was the fact that this library has been used at INESC Porto in other 

projects which permitted me to have more support the use of the library. 

The integration of the FANN library in the EPSO algorithm was the first step to the 

implementation of the prediction proposed model. The RPROP algorithm with the MSE criterion is 

the default training procedure, implemented in the library and, as said before, to use the 

correntropy criterion in the training procedure, it was necessary to create a new training function. 
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The correntropy training function uses as a stopping criterion a maximum threshold; this 

means that the training of the NN reaches an end when the correntropy value of the error between 

the outputs of the network and the targets is greater than a specified value, and the NN is 

considered trained. This is in opposition to the minimum threshold criterion of the MSE criterion, 

where the training stops when the MSE is below a pre-specified value. 

Another training function was proposed along the realization of the thesis that mixes the 

two criteria. This new proposed training function has the objective of maximizing the correntropy 

of the error but if the absolute error of the outputs that corresponds to the missing values is above 

a determined value then the iteration error suffers a penalization. 

This new “mixed” function tries to guarantee that in the training of the autoencoder the 

outputs that correspond to the missing values are close to their target assuming that the other 

values could be far from their target. This is done because of the Correntropy Induced Metric (CIM) 

that is a property of correntropy. 

 

 
Figure 16 - CIM depending on a Gaussian Function. 

 

In the above figure is possible to observe that errors far from “0” (the desired error value) 

are indifferent for the correntropy function, so the function as an saturation point, while errors 

near the central value (“0”) are very well distinguishable. This means that in order to optimize any 

process by maximizing the correntropy of error, some values could be far from their target, 

generally called outliers. 

This “mixed” function tries to guarantee that the outliers, during the prediction process, 

aren’t the values to predict; this means that if any outlier appears in the output vector of the 

autoencoder is in the known values portion of this same vector. 

 



 

 

 

3.3 Training Data Setup 

The FANN library requires that the training file of the NN has a specific configuration, and 

for that purpose it was created a Visual Basic (VB) application that arranges the data from the test 

series in the correct form to be copied into a training file. It is only asked to the user to input the 

number of training conjuncts, the number of inputs and outputs of the NN. 

This option of training from a file was chosen, because it was the simplest solution to be 

implemented to train the autoencoder using this NN library. 

 

 
Figure 17 - Example of a training file. 

In the first line are indicated from left to right, the number of sets, number of inputs and 

outputs of the NN to be trained. 

The following lines are aggregated in two lines, separated by an empty line. The first line of 

each conjunct represents the inputs of the NN and in the second line are the desired outputs 

(targets). 

In this work it wasn’t used a graphical interface to train and to simulate the NN, using the 

FANN library, for that reason is not possible to present a graphic with the evolution of the errors 

between the outputs and the respective targets during the training process. 

It is however presented an image of what is shown in the prompt window of the software 

used in the framework of this thesis. 
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Figure 18 - Prompt window with training results of the FANN library used in the framework of 

this thesis. 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 4 

Autoencoders and Forecasting 

This chapter describes in a more detailed way the problem treated with the work done in 

the framework of this master’s thesis, alongside with the description of the prediction model 

principles. After this description, the different variations of the model used chronologically 

are presented, representing the evolution that the model had suffered as the work was being 

done. 

4.1 Problem Definition 

The proposed problem to be solved is simple and has already been addressed in this 

document. The main idea is that having a series of historical data belonging to a power demand 

data series, power output from a wind farm or power output from a solar farm, one shall predict 

the next values of the series knowing these past values of the historical data series. 

To solve this problem, the use of autoencoders is proposed. It is considered that the input 

vector of the autoencoder is composed by two vectors concatenated a vector of known values and a 

vector of unknown values. The objective is to find the values of the unknown vector that minimize 

the error between the input and output vector of the autoencoder. 
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Figure 19 - Simplified Scheme of the proposed model. 

 

 

 

 - Vector that contains the known input values of the data series; 

 - Vector that contains the unknown input values corresponds to the particles of the EPSO 

algorithm. 

 - Output vector that corresponds to the known input data; 

 - Output vector that corresponds to the unknown input data; 

 

To predict a vector  the vector  remains constant during the process and the values of 

the first vector correspond to the particles of the EPSO algorithm, they represent a solution for the 

problem. Iteratively and sequentially the vector  is substituted by the different particles of the 

EPSO algorithm, and then the NN is simulated. With the outputs from the simulation and the inputs 

is created the respective error signal which is evaluated by one of the criterions used. 
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Figure 20 - Block diagram that represents the prediction algorithm. 

(*) The evaluation is done by the calculation of the error between the input and the output vectors 

of the autoencoder. 

 

 Note that the prediction algorithm is basically the EPSO algorithm with the particularity 

that in the evaluation step, the particle fitness is the error between the input and output vectors of 

the autoencoder.  

Using an elitist tournament, the best solutions (particles) are choosen to the next iteration 

of the process. This is in fact a usual EPSO algorithm where we need to simulate the autoencoder to 

find the fitness values of all particles in the swarm in order to evaluate them. 

It’s important to note that the values that are admitted to be the best values to the missing 

inputs are the solutions given by the EPSO algorithm and are not the NN outputs. Although the 

outputs of the NN that correspond to the prediction values could also be considered. The values 

obtained by the EPSO algorithm are more suitable as final predicted values because they are a 

result of an optimization process that uses the inputs and outputs of the autoencoder. While the 

values obtained by the NN are only result of numerical computations. 

At the end of the process the particle with the best solution is the one that has the 

predicted values that produce the output more like the input of the autoencoder. 
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4.2 Considered Models 

This section will present the different models considered in the framework of this thesis. 

The evolution of the work done is discussed and the steps that lead to the final forecasting method 

are described, proposed as the best one that has been discovered/proposed. 

 

Some common NN configurations to all models: 

 Activation function in the hidden and output layers is the SIGMOID function; 

 The NN as 3 layers: Input, hidden and output layers; 

 The number of neurons in the hidden layer is inferior to the number of neurons in 

the others two layers, and about half; 

 The maximum number of training epochs is set to 500000; 

 

Some common EPSO configurations to all models: 

 The maximum number of iterations is set to 150, except for the models with 48 

neurons in the input and output layers due to lack of memory, where the maximum 

number of iterations is only 50 (D models); 

 The number of particles in the swarm is 30; 

 The dimension of each particle is 1; 

4.2.1  Model A.1 

This was the first model proposed and serves only for testing the implementation of the 

model; in particular it has the objective of testing the integration of the NN FANN library in the 

EPSO algorithm. 

The configuration is very simple only to show if the concept works and if the integration of 

the FANN library was done successfully. 

 

Configuration of the Network is: 

 4 neurons in the input layer; 

 2 neurons in the hidden layer; 

 4 neurons in the output layer; 

 The training data is compose of only one conjunct off 4 inputs and 4 outputs that 

are equal between each other; 

 In the training function the criterion used was the MSE criterion; 

 

Configuration of the EPSO algorithm: 

 The fitness function used was the MSE criterion; 
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Figure 21 - Scheme of the NN used in the model A1. 

  

With this model it was shown that the training of the NN, and its integration with the EPSO 

algorithm were successfully done. It was also shown that with one training set and for a training 

data set, the method works because it was obtained a solution with an error equal to 0.009343. 

4.2.2  Model A.2 

This model is identical to the previous one, but here the objective is to test the 

implementation of the correntropy function. So that the configuration of the NN and of the EPSO is 

the same, except that the criterion used in the fitness function is now the maximization of the 

correntropy of the error between the outputs and the inputs of the NN rather than the MSE criterion 

used in Model A.1. Here the training target value was set to 38. 

 
Table 1 - Predicted values with the test models A.1 and A.2. 

  Model A.1 Model A.2 

Real Values 0.145677 0.145677 

Predicted Values 0.136332 0.145535 

Error 0.009345 0.000142 

 

 The result obtained with the correntropy criterion in the fitness function is better than the 

one obtained with the MSE criterion, which gives a good indication first that the correntropy 

function is implemented in the correct way and second that it gives better results than the MSE 

criterion. 

 In the implementation of the correntropy function it was used a Gaussian function and 

parameter σ (the width of the Parzen Windows) was set as 0.01, and it was used this value through 

the thesis. 

Is important to refer that accordingly with [2] and with the variance used,  the maximum 

value of correntropy is 39.89, being the maximum value achieved when the error is equal to zero. 
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4.2.3  Model B.3 

After the statistical analysis already presented in this document and taking into account the 

conclusions of that analysis, we proceeded to a change in the NN configuration to include the series 

delays identified in the previous analysis as the most correlated with the next value of the data 

series. 

So, the NN configuration in this model is: 

 7 neurons in the input layer; 

 4 neurons in the hidden layer; 

 7 neurons in the output layer; 

 The training data is compose of 100 conjuncts of 7 inputs and 7 outputs that are 

equal between each other; 

 In the training function the criterion used was the MSE criterion, with the training 

target value set to 0.00001; 

 

Configuration of the EPSO algorithm: 

 EPSO stopping criterion is only the maximum number of iterations set to 150; 

 Communication probability is set to 0.2 (default value of the EPSO algorithm); 

 

The training sets are not adjacent between each other to permit a more efficient training 

of the NN and a variety of values in different days of the week and at different hours. It is 

important to note that the demand level is related with temperature, season of the year, day of the 

week and with the hour that we are considering. So the NN was trained for 100 hours different. 

This training “amplitude” could be a little one because 100 hours correspond only to 

approximately to 4 days which could be considered to be a short period for the autoencoder 

training. But as the next figure shows, the results obtained where promising. Another problem of 

considering a wider range of values to train the NN is that if the training conjunct is larger, the test 

conjunct is shorter. 

Some models have been tested and we have retained the result for the model that we 

called B3. 

Figure 24 shows a test case where the autoencoder, after training, has been used 24 times 

in succession to predict 24 values of a load time series. In each time, the nest time step has been 

considered as a missing value and the EPSO algorithm has been applied to discover the value that 

leads to the smallest value of the convergence criterion used. 

As it is possible to observe, the errors between the real values of the series and the 

predicted ones increase as the value to predict is more advanced in the predicted data series. 

Although the model is capable of following correctly the real series, it is possible to identify an 

interpolation of the real series due to the criterion used in the training of the NN, the MSE 

criterion. 
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Figure 22 - Real and Predicted values with model C.2, 24 hour forecast. 

 

 This problem occurs because in the firsts values to be predicted the past values of the data 

series used as inputs of the neural network are real values from the real data series, while in the 

last values to be predicted, and mainly in the last one, the past values used as inputs are predicted 

values that have themselves an error when related with the real series. This justifies that the last 

values to be predicted present a greater error than the first ones. 

At this point of the thesis work and before the results that were obtained, and the fact that 

the predicted values can greatly depend on other predicted values, the forecasting concept was 

rethought. 

For this model the correntropy criterion was tested, before the concept rethinking that was 

done. This gave indications for the next models developed for the training target values to use both 

in the MSE and correntropy criterions. The results of this test are presented in the annex B. 

4.2.4  Model D.1 

This model is the result of the concept revision that was done at this point of the work. It 

was decided to use a larger input vector for a 24 hour prediction, with 48 values as inputs. This 

approach guarantees that in the last value of the 24 hour prediction the input vector is composed 

by 24 values that belong to the real data series and 23 values that belong to the predicted data 

series. 

This new strategy that was developed tries to minimize the errors of the last values to 

predict identified in the previous model, “t” is the pointer that points to the value to predict, t-1 

through t-48 are the NN known inputs. When the iterations of the EPSO algorithm “t” are 

incremented by one unity they originate the movement of the window of input values. 
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Figure 23 - Temporal scheme of the model. 

 

 For the first value to predict of the 24 values, all of the known inputs of the autoencoders 

belong to the real series. For the next value to predict one of the inputs corresponds to the first 

value predicted and 46 values belong to the real series while one belongs to the predicted series. 

The process continues until all the 24 values are predicted. 

 This process was already used in previous models, but the number of inputs was much less 

than this model and therefore some of the predicted values where predicted with bases only in 

previous predicted values. This situation enhanced the error of those predicted values, with respect 

to the real data series. 

Configuration of the Network is: 

 48 neurons in the input layer; 

 24 neurons in the hidden layer; 

 48 neurons in the output layer; 

 The training data is composed of 100 sets of 48 inputs and 48 outputs that are equal 

to each other; (In the following models it was used the same file of training, in 

order to facilitate a more accurate evaluation of the different models) 

 In the training function the criterion used was the MSE criterion; 

 In the training function the criterion used was the MSE criterion, with the training 

target value set to 0.00001; 

 

Configuration of the EPSO algorithm: 

 EPSO stopping criterion is only the maximum number of iterations set to 50; 

 Communication probability is set to 0.8, because it was considered that for this kind 

of problem, a communication probability of just only 0.2 is inadequate. 

Figure 26 shows an example of the results obtained with this model. 
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Figure 24 - Real and Predicted values with model D.1, 192 hour forecast. 

 The following models are variations of this one, in the process of applying entropy or 

correntropy concepts to the forecasting model proposed in the process of discovering the best 

prediction model possible. 

 The data series is the same used in previous models, but the prediction timeframe is 

different because the number of training conjuncts was increased and the previous timeframe is 

contained in the training data, and for that reason it could not be used to test the forecasting 

model as before. 

4.2.5 Model D.2 

A variation of the last two models is considered here that uses the correntropy as a fitness 

function of the EPSO algorithm, and the training criterion of the NN is the MSE. The 

configuration and the prediction horizon is the same as the model already considered, to 

permit a correct comparison between the different forecasting models. 

The other configuration of the NN and the EPSO algorithm remains the same, the changes 

made concern only to the fitness function of the EPSO algorithm as the criterion now is of 

maximization of the correntropy of the error rather than the minimization of the MSE of the 

error between the inputs and outputs of the autoencoder. 

Just to highlight that in the fitness function is only used as stop criterion the maximum 

number of iterations, set to 50 in this model due to hardware and software constraints. 

 

 
Table 2 - Models D.1 and D.2 MAE values. 

Training Type Fitness MAE Target Training Value 

MSE MSE 0.01208483 0.00001 

MSE CORR 0.020940872 0.00001 

 
Minimum: 0.01208483 
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Figure 25 - Real and Predicted values with model D.2, 192 hour forecast. 

4.2.6  Model D.3 

This model is the same used in the previous section but now the training criterion of the NN 

was the maximization of the correntropy of the error between the target (the same as the 

input vector) and the output vectors of the autoencoder. 

Configuration of the Network is: 

 48 neurons in the input layer; 

 24 neurons in the hidden layer; 

 48 neurons in the output layer; 

 The training data is compose of 100 conjuncts off 48 inputs and 48 outputs that are 

equal between each other; 

 

Configuration of the EPSO algorithm: 

 In the training function the criterion used was the correntropy criterion, with the 

training target value set to 38; 

 

 
Figure 26 - Real and Predicted values with model D.3, 192 hour forecast. 
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4.2.7  Model D.4 

This is the same model as the D3 model but the fitness function is the correntropy criterion. 

Also in this model the configuration of the NN and the EPSO is the same as before, only 

changing the fitness criterion. 

 

 
Figure 27 - Real and Predicted values with model D.4, 192 hour forecast. 

 

Table 3 - Models D.3 and D.4 MAE values. 

Training Type Fitness MAE Target Training Value 

CORR MSE 0.011734232 38 

CORR CORR 0.01458214 38 

 
Minimum: 0.011734232 

 
 

The graphic presented in Figure 29 shows a predicted series that follows the real series very 

well, but it possesses some outliers values that are far away from the real series. In these 

cases is possible that the error between the inputs and the outputs of the NN are also far 

from zero. 

These situations occur due to the property already pointed out in this thesis that the 

correntropy criterion accepts that some values of the error can be “shooted” without 

affecting the final value because the function saturates. Note that besides these points the 

MAE value is lower with the use of the correntropy criterion in the NN training. 

In an effort to eliminate these outliers points another model was developed with a “mixed” 

fitness function.    

4.2.8 Model D.5 

Now it was tried another approach based in a “mixed” fitness function, that uses the 

correntropy and MSE criteria at the same time, with the objective of taking advantage of 

the best of the two criteria. 
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The fitness function consists of the sum of two components where the first component 

represents the absolute error applied to the value to predict and the second component the 

correntropy concept applied to the known values of the input and output vectors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Where N is equal to the dimension of the IK and OK vectors that corresponds to the vectors 

of admitted known values, delays of the data series used as inputs of the autoencoder. 

 This fitness function tries to fix the value to predict in each iteration of the method, near 

of its input value, while applying the maximization criterion to the known values of the input and 

their respective output values. It tries to prevent that the unknown value be “shoot out” for a value 

far away from their input value. As already shown in this document, using the correntropy criterion 

this could happen because an error very far from zero can be equal, as value not so far away, which 

do not influence the correntropy function value. 

 The EPSO algorithm consists in the minimization of the fitness function, and thats why in 

the fitness formula presented above, it appears the difference between the absolute error (we are 

trying to minimize) and the correntropy of the known values vector (that we are trying to 

maximize). 

 The configuration of the NN and the EPSO algorithm remains the same used in the previous 

D models, being the MSE NN training criterion. 

 The training of the autoencoder used in this model was the MSE criterion with the training 

target value set to 0.00001 that corresponds to the best training value found in previous models for 

this criterion. 

 

 
Figure 28 - Real and Predicted values with model D.5, 192 hour forecast. 
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4.2.9 Model D.6 

Model D.6 is the same as the model D.5 but now the NN was trained using the correntropy 

criterion, with the target training value set to 38, here also the best training value found for 

the correntropy criterion in previous models. 

 
Figure 29 - Real and Predicted values with model D.6, 192 hour forecast. 

 
Table 4 - Models D.5 and D.6 MAE values. 

Training Type Fitness MAE Target Training Value 

MSE COMP1 0.016564461 0.00001 

CORR COMP1 0.012401408 38 

 
Minimum: 0.012401408 

 
 

 The results obtained with the models D.5 and D.6 show that the attempt of eliminate the 

outliers was successful, but this attempt deteriorated the overall quality of the forecasted values. 

4.2.10 Model D.7 

A variation of the previous fitness function used corresponds to the one presented in this 

subsection. Here the fitness function is exactly the same with the improvement that 

corresponds to the fact that the maximization of the correntropy of the error is applied to the 

entire error vector but if the difference in the unknown value is greater than a defined error, 

the particle is penalised by the sum of a predetermined quantity to his fitness function. 

Here the goal is to eliminate the outliers and at the same time improve the quality of the 

prediction in comparison with models D.5 and D.6, in the expectation of obtaining an MAE 

near the MAE obtained with model D.3. 

  

Configuration of the EPSO algorithm: 

 Composed fitness function; 
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 Maximum error without fitness penalization is set to 0.0001 in the unknown value; 

 Penalization quantity is set to 10; 

 
Figure 30 - Real and Predicted values with model D.7, 192 hour forecast. 

4.2.11 Model D.8 

Here it was applied the correntropy criterion to the training of the autoencoder with the 

previous fitness function used. The configurations of both NN and EPSO algorithm remain the 

same has model D.7. 

 
Figure 31 - Real and Predicted values with model D.8, 192 hour forecast. 

 
Table 5 - Models D.7 and D.8 MAE values. 

Training Type Fitness MAE Target Training Value Minimum Penalization Error 

MSE COMP2 0.016629897 0.00001 0.0001 

CORR COMP2 0.015594931 38 0.0001 

 
Minimum: 0.015594931 
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 The objective of improving the overall forecast quality was not achieved by the use of this 

second “mixed” fitness function. The results obtained have a worst MAE and possess the “absurd” 

values in the predicted series as the model D.4. 

4.2.12 Model E.1 

This model is different from the above and it was created to permit a benchmarking 

analysis of the forecasting model proposed in this paper work. The objective of this model is 

the creation of a forecasting model based in a conventional approach using a feedforward NN 

with the same 48 inputs as the best forecasting model developed, with the usual MSE training 

criterion, and compare the results. 

This is a model that has already been used in forecasting processes and for such reason is 

adequate to perform a benchmarking analysis and evaluate the proposed method in this 

thesis. In this way the scientific method is respected, because one of the aspects that must 

be assured is that fair comparisons are made so that a rigorous assessment can be made. 

 

The configuration of the conventional Network is: 

 48 neurons in the input layer; 

 24 neurons in the hidden layer; 

 1 neurons in the output layer; 

 The training data is compose of 100 conjuncts off 48 inputs and 1 outputs; 

As said before the inputs are the same as the models already presented in this section, and 

the training file is the same, with the difference that only one output is considered. 

 Training criterion used was the usual MSE criterion, with a training target value set 

to 0.0015; 

 

 
Figure 32 - Real and Predicted values with model E.1, 192 hour forecast. 
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 From the comparison of the results obtained in the same timeframe with the model E.1 and 

model D.3 (the best autoencoder model found), it is possible to conclude that the use of 

autoencoderin forecasting processes could have advantages in terms of results, when compared 

with the use of the usual conventional NN. 

 The conventional model wasn’t able to follow the more abrupt variations of the real series 

while the models that use autoencoders were more able to do so, in general. Only one model, 

model D.2 has a MAE in the same order of the E.1 model. 

 
Table 6 - Model E.1 MAE value. 

MAE 

0.02131 

4.3 Some Final Considerations 

The first thing that it is very important to highlight is that all the “D” models and the E.1 

model make 24 hour predictions. The thesis presents 192 hour result because it was 

considered that one day of the load data series was insufficient to evaluate and compare the 

different models. 

The comparisons of the different models have already been presented in the precedent 

section. But it is important to focus that models A.1 through B.1 are considered test models, 

while models C.1 through D.8 are considered as forecast models already; it is also relevant to 

highlight the fact that models D.1 through D.8 are “free error” models and considered in the 

framework of this thesis as forecast models. 

In the models D.1 through D.8 the number of maximum iterations was reduced to 50 (from 

150 in the previous models) because with the increase of the autoencoder complexity, 48 

neurons in the input and output layers, and 24 in the hidden layer, in opposition to 24 in the 

input and output layers and 12 in the hidden layers, the computational effort was also 

increased, and due to a possible inefficient code the program allocates memory without 

realizing any. This fact forced the author to reduce the maximum number of iterations of the 

EPSO algorithm, and impose a limitation for the model in the sense of just prediction for the 

next 24 values of the data series in each time and increased the forecasting time of the 

model. 

This software defect is due to the fact that the author is not a C++ expert and the time to 

complete this thesis forced the author to pursue results rather than an efficient programming. 

With the results obtained with the D models it was discovered a rule for using autoencoders 

to prediction processes that if we want to predict the next 24 values we should use a 

autoencoder with at least 48 inputs and 48 outputs; so if we want to predict the next 48 

values, we should use an autoencoder that has 72 neurons at the input and output layers. 
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The rule is than that the dimension of the input and consequently output layers should be 

at least the double than the forecasting horizon considered. This way we guarantee that the 

last value to predict the input vector of the NN has information from the real data series, 

without error introduced by forecasting values. This fact make, as proven in this work, the 

convergence of the predicted series with the real data series.  

In the previous section many models with defect and incorrect ones are presented to show 

the process that leads to the last model and the most accurate one; however only the best 

results obtained with each method are presented, in order not to divert the reader from the 

most important facts written in this thesis. 

The process of obtain this best results was a laborious one. It involved the use of different 

values for the training target value for the first models (MSE and correntropy criterions), use 

of different values for the minimum penalization error and for the penalization value itself. 

More results obtained with the considered models and that illustrate the evolution of the 

models are presented in the annex B of this document. 

 



 

Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 General Conclusions 

From the models presented in the previous section and all experiments done in the 

framework of this thesis, it can be concluded that the concept of applying autoencoders to 

prediction processes is a concept that could be a valid one because, as shown, the results 

were satisfactory even though they weren’t perfectly convincing. 

The best model found was the D.3 alongside with D.1 and D.6 models. The D.1 model uses 

the usual optimization criterion, the minimization of the MSE in the training and in the fitness 

function. One of the objectives of this thesis was exactly to evaluate the use of correntropy 

concepts in a way to improve the quality of the predicted series in opposition to the usual 

criterion. This objective was achieved because the MAE in the D.3 model, that uses 

correntropy in the training algorithm of the autoencoder, is lower than the MAE obtained with 

the D.1 model. This way we have found evidence that the correntropy criterion applied to the 

training of the autoencoder may give better results than the use of the MSE criterion. This 

evidence must serve as a motivation to further explore the matter. 

 
Table 7 - Summary Table, best model characteristics and MAE (Mean Absolute Error). 

Model Training Type Fitness MAE Target Training Value 

 D.1 MSE MSE 0.01208483 0.00001 

 D.3 CORR MSE 0.011734232 38 

 D.6 CORR COMP1 0.012401408 38 

 D.8 CORR COMP2 0.015594931 38 

E.1 MSE - 0.02131 0.00001 
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The D.6 model appeared in an effort of improving the use of the maximization of the 

correntropy of the error in the fitness function eliminating the erratic predicted values 

(outliers). These values were in fact eliminated but the overall performance of the model, 

measured by the MAE was worse than the precedent models that used the correntropy 

criterion as a fitness function. 

 
Figure 33 - Six week prediction using the D.3 model (Autoencoder trained with Correntropy and 

using MSE as the EPSO fitness function for missing signal prediction) 

 

 
Figure 34 - The same six week prediction using the E.1 model (conventional NN) 

 
Table 8 - Mean absolute error value and variance from the above predictions. 

D.3 Model E.1 Model 

MAE Error Variance MAE Error Variance 

0.017956367 0.000189382 0.03252205 0.000526674 

 

The comparison between the conventional model and the autoencoder models was 

favorable to the latter. In terms of results the autoencoder models were better but the 

computational efficiency the conventional model showed is without any doubt the best 

model. The reason lies in two factors, being the first one and most important, the fact that 

the conventional model does not uses the EPSO algorithm, because the predicted values are 

the NN output itself. The second reason may be the simpler network used with only 1176 
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connections while the autoencoder possesses 2304 internal connections – increasing the 

possibility of storing information about the time series in the weight matrix. 

Within the work done in the framework of this thesis, it was found evidence that the 

prediction of unknown values of a load time data series using an autoencoder attached to an 

optimization EPSO algorithm is a valid one, producing in the cases studied better results than 

the usual conventional model, when considering the same input data. It was however clear 

that the prediction model needs some improvement in order to produce better absolute 

prediction results, as referred in the following section and shown in the following two 

graphics. 

 

 
Figure 35 - A good 24 hour prediction. 

 
Table 9 - Mean Absolute Error and variance of the prediction errors that correspond to the 
above figure (figure 35). 

MAE Variance 

0.00338 1.04167E-05 

 

 
Figure 36 - A bad 24 hour prediction. 
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Table 10 - Mean Absolute Error and variance of the prediction errors that correspond to the 
above figure (figure 36). 

MAE Variance 

0.017333 0.000155 

 

The different behaviour of the prediction model could be due to the lack of information 

retained in the weights of the autoencoder because its training do not contemplate the information 

needed to make an accurate prediction of the second 24 values.  

 

5.2 Future Developments 

The most important future work to be done and the imperative one is writing the prediction 

model code in a more efficient way so that it may be more efficient computationally, 

programming with multithread to permit parallel operations and free memory as soon as it is 

not necessary anymore. 

The different load forecasting models presented in this thesis can be considered as 

rudimentary models and could not be used in a commercial environment because they do not 

consider a number of things that influence the predictions namely: 

 The models presented do not consider the day of the week, it is well known that 

the load curve is similar for the 5 days of the work week, but differ from the 

weekends; also the holidays have very different curves; holidays that origin 

“bridges” at Mondays or Fridays, all these days have specific load curves; 

 Other forecasts that influence the demand of electrical energy like the atmospheric 

temperature and other meteorological parameters; 

 The correlation of the same days of the week, in fact it could be considered the last 

24 hours and the 24 hours of eight days before; 

To cope with the first issue pointed out one could train a NN to forecast for the 

weekends and another one to predict for the working days. This future work could greatly 

improve the forecast quality, along with the consideration of other factor like the 

atmospheric predicted temperature and other. The problem of including other factors that 

influence the power demand is usual the unavailability of the data, for instance the data 

series used was only a load data series without any other information. 

Also in need of development and improvement are the “mixed” fitness functions, a 

more accurate test of different target training values that tests values with more decimal 

numbers that could give better results. 

Another improvement is in the E.1, the conventional prediction model: in this work it 

was not tested the correntropy training criterion to this model. The use of the correntropy 
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criterion could improve the predictions of this model and perhaps provide a fairer 

comparison. 

In this work, predictions were generated one load value at a time, which means that 

the dimension of the particles of the EPSO algorithm was always the same and equal to one 

dimension. Autoencoders allow the prediction of more than one value at a time, which 

could improve the computation efficiency of the prediction methodology proposed. This 

work only considered the prediction of one value at a time because accordingly with the 

missing sensor literature this is the best approach in the restoration of missing sensor 

values, which corresponds basically at the same problem of finding unknown values of a 

time data series. 
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Annex A 

EPSO Algorithm 

 The EPSO algorithm is directly descendent from the Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) algorithm with the incorporation of Evolutionary Strategies applied to the strategic 

parameters and recombination operator. 

 The PSO algorithm is adopts the movement equation (ME) to create new solutions for 

the problem (particles), instead of using mutation or recombination like the ES and the EP 

algorithms, respectively. In this algorithm there isn’t completion between solutions but all 

are drawn to the optimum of the problem in hands. 

 The EQ is composed by the sum of three components: inertia, memory and 

cooperation. The first one is a vector in the same direction that the particle is already 

heading. Memory represents a vector that points out to the best position found by the 

particle, and cooperation is a vector that has the direction of the best solution found by the 

swarm, the best solution found by all the particles in the swarm. 

 

 

 - Location of the particle i at iteration k+1; 

 - Location of the particle i at iteration k; 

 - “Velocity” of particle i from iteration k to k+1;  

 

 

 The above expression is the ME where are explicit the three components, inertia, 

memory and cooperation. 

 

 

 - Best position found by particle i so far; 

- Best position found by the swarm until iteration k; 
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- Individual in the neighborhood of the best value found by the swarm so far; 

C – Diagonal matrix with a given probability of the diagonal element be equal to 1 and (1-p) 

probability of the element be equal to 0; 

– Inertia weight in the ME, related with particle i; 

 – Memory weight in the ME, related with particle i; 

 – Cooperation weight in the ME, related with particle i; 

 

 The difference between the PSO and the EPSO algorithms is that in the PSO algorithm 

the weights are constant throughout the optimization process and are defined by empirical 

laws and imposed externally to the process while in the EPSO algorithm the weights are 

mutated in each iteration and therefore vary during the optimization process. It is important 

to define these values in order not to get the divergence off the swarm.  

The problem off defining the weights with bases in empirical rules like a function that 

decreases in time or constrain factor is that these methods are hardly flexible and could not 

be efficient in all situations and problems. 

 To cope with the problem off defining the adequate values for the weights in the ME, 

it was introduced in 2002 the EPSO self-adaptive method of optimization. In this algorithm 

the weights suffer a mutation like in the ES algorithms. 

 

 

 

– Dispersion weight around the best solution found by the swarm; 

 

 

 

 
Figure 37 - Scheme off how the movement equation works in the EPSO algorithm. 
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  Main steps of the EPSO algorithm: 

 Replication of the swarm; 

 Mutation of the parameters of all the particles in the swarm; 

 Creation of new particles with the ME from the replicated ones using the mutated 

parameters; 

 Evaluation of all the particles by the calculation of the fitness function of each 

particle; 

 Selection by stochastic tournament, the best particle of the two in the tournament 

has a given probability u of being selected while the worst has (1-u) changes of being 

choose to the next generation, and the process begins again; 

 

In this thesis it was used an already implemented C++ EPSO algorithm, that was adapted 

to the specifications of this problem, mainly with the integration of the NN library in his 

code. 



 

 

 

Annex B 

Load Predictions 

In this section are presented the experiments done with the various models used 

during the work in this thesis. This presentation pretends to show how the best models and 

the best parameters of the models were found by experiment, namely the target training 

value for each model. 

Some predictions presented are from models that contain errors, but they were 

important because they gave the author an experience that was used in the last models, that 

permitted to save time and effort. The author has the conscience that now he possesses a 

knowledge of the predictions models and of their results that was gained with these 

experiments. 

In the following graphics, 39 through 44 the training criterion used, was the 

minimization of the MSE of the autoencoder error and the fitness function was also the 

minimization of the MSE of the autoencoder error. 

 

 
Figure 38 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.01). 
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Figure 39 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.001). 

 
Figure 40 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.0001). 

 

Figure 41 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.00001). 
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Figure 42 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.000001). 

 
Figure 43 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.000015). 

 In the following graphics it was used the maximization of the correntropy of the error 

and the MSE criterion on the fitness function of the EPSO algorithm (graphics 45 through 51). 

 

 
Figure 44 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=5). 
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Figure 45 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=10). 

 
Figure 46 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=15). 

 

Figure 47 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=20). 
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Figure 48 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=35). 

 
Figure 49 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=37). 

 

Figure 50 - 24 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=38). 

 Now the best values for the training target value that correspond to the best 

predictions were used in the 48 hour prediction. Note again that the implemented model only 

predicts 24 hours, the 48 hour predictions constitute a merge of two 24 hour predictions to 

facilitate the analysis of the proposed model. 
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Figure 51 - 48 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.000015). 

 
Figure 52 - 48 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.000017). 

 
Figure 53 - 48 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=0.000015) but the 

fitness function is the maximization of the correntropy of the error in opposition to the 
MSE criterion. 
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Figure 54 - 48 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=37). 

 
Figure 55 - 48 hour forecast with C.2 model (target training value=37) but the fitness 
function is the maximization of the correntropy of the error in opposition to the MSE 

criterion. 

 The same methodology was applied to the “D” models in order to find the best 

training target values. 

 
Figure 56 - 192 hour prediction with D.1 model (target training value=0.0001). 
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Figure 57 - 192 hour prediction with D.2 model (target training value=39). 

 

 
Figure 58 - 192 hour prediction with D.2 model (target training value=39.2). 

 
Figure 59 - 192 hour prediction with D.2 model (target training value=0.00001). 
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Figure 60 - 192 hour prediction with D.3 model (target training value=37). 

 
Figure 61 - 192 hour prediction with D.4 model (target training value=37). 

 
Figure 62 - 192 hour prediction with D.4 model (target training value=39).



 

 

 

 

 

Annex C 

Sketch of an article based in the work 
done in the framework of this master 
thesis 


